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Abstract— In this paper various speech issues will be
discussed. These issues are enhanced in a computing ethics
approach. Three main concerns are going to be emphasized here
namely: Misinformation, Netiquette and Chain letters.
Index Terms—Misinformation, Netiquette and Chain letters

I. INTRODUCTION

S

peeches are a fundamental part of any professional
engineer. That undertakes its importance and
significance in any field, especially in the communication thru
the international network. Therefore, we are going to describe
some issues in the speeches. These include electronically
values and ethical conducts, not only in the normal fashion
way of face-to-face speech but also in the network interaction
and its good manners.
In the professional world, the behavioral issues of any
individual matters, specifically in the computing world. Hence
we are going to discuss three major speech issues that will
relate to information mistaken. Then, we briefly argue about
the Etiquette of using the internet. Lastly, our paper is ended
by describing the chain letters.
II. MISINFORMATION
Misinformation takes place by publishing wrong or biased
information on the internet. The freedom of the online
publishing by any user has increases the faulty and low quality
resources throughout the World Wide Web. Hence, that will
make the internet an unreliable source of information. In
addition, the job of searching the electronic magazines,
newsletters, journals, encyclopedias and E-books, must
include filtering and use of inelegance ways to reach the
complete truthful information without any propaganda.
Misinformation can cause serious damages since many
people rely on the internet web sites in major fields such as
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health and business .As an example of misinformation is
getting a wrong medical advice can simply lead to serious
injury or death as well as erroneous business consultation can
result in financial ruin or backrubs[1].

III. NETIQUETTE
Network Etiquette (Netiquette) is a term for the conventions
of politeness and respect recognized on various internet
conversation resources, such as: Internet message boards or
instant live chat [2]. The Netiquette become necessary and it
addresses some issues in online conversation like the use of
abbreviation in E-mailing or chatting. These abbreviations
include: BTW (by the way), FYI (for your information) and
BCNU (be seeing you), etc. There are rules of the Netiquette
that reflect the behavior of the user and with them a nice polite
interaction can be ensured [4]. Here is a list of the rules
specified in the Netiquette:
1- Keep messages and replies brief. Reducing the size of the
messages will make it easer to the other party to
comprehend the massage fully without annoying him.
2- Make the subject line relevant to the message content. In
mailing, the title should specify the core of the message
briefly and to- the- point.
3- Conclude each e-mail message with a signature file and
Contact information.
4- If you use a graphic or a bit map of your signature in
Your signature file makes sure it's small,
5- To ensure your readers understand you're being funny or
Serious in your writing, use emoticons. E.g.:
:-) Smiley face
;-) Wink
:-D Shock or surprise
:-I Perplexed
:-( Frown
:-P Wry smile
;-) Leer
:-e Disappointment
:-@ Scream[3]
IV. CHAIN LETTERS
The chain letter consists of a message that attempts to make
the recipient to create a number of copies of the letter and then
pass them on to one or more new recipients. Chain letters are
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illegal. Net sites which do not discourage electronic chain
letters risk losing their net connections, as they have the
potential for wasting great amounts of bandwidth and disk
space. A chain letter can be used to fake emotionally
manipulative stories for example, get-rich-quick scheme or
threatening messages [2].
V. CONCLUSION
We have discussed here three major issues of speeches. we
started with the clarification of misinformation and its
negative influences. Next, we discussed the Etiquette of using
the network to conduct a conversation politely and nicely. At
the end, we concluded our paper by saying a diminutive talk
about chain letters and its damage to the network providers.
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